
A Level Politics Year 11 

Task 3 
Welcome, year 11! This is your third bridging task for A level Politics, which you’ve chosen to take at A level 

this September. These tasks are designed to give you a flavour of what A level Politics is all about.  

 

A) Making a Case:  
I would like you to make a case for and against a particular issue. Politics at A level will require you to make 

judgements about issues. You need to create a for/against case for the issue of: should we lower the 

voting age from 18 to 16? 
This will require you to write at least three paragraphs (approximately ¾ to 1 full typed A4 page – but if you 

like you can write more). You can use websites like this: https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-

reports/2012/02/15/and-against-lowering-voting-age or Google search “for and against [issue]” to get more 

information about the issue at hand. I’ve written a sample paragraph below – I’m interested in you ARGUING your 

case with evidence!  

Some who think we should extend the vote to 16- and 17-year-olds say that it may lead them to understand political 

issues more if they have to research them. If under 18s have to make choices on issues like taxes, the NHS and the 

size of the army, they would have to research them, so this will improve their understanding and they will make good 

choices. However, this argument doesn’t hold real value because over-18s rarely research political issues anyway – if 

we don’t have adults researching taxes, the NHS or the size of the army before elections why would we expect 

children to? Therefore, this is not a good argument for extending the vote to 16- and 17-year-olds.  

 

B) UK Research Task: 

Your research task is to choose one of the following parties: Conservative or Labour Party or Liberal 

Democrats.  

You need to research the history of the party, their ideology and policy beliefs (including their most recent 

election manifesto), their electoral performance (are they currently in government? How well did they do 

at the last election (Dec 2019)?) and finally key figures in that party (include photos and descriptions of 

who they are). This should be about one A4 page of typed work. You need to turn this into some sort of 

leaflet/flyer about that party including pictures, not just a set of notes.  

Wikipedia is an excellent resource for this task (as a general rule, you shouldn’t rely on Wikipedia – but it IS 

a really good source of useful information!) but you should use more than one source to complete this 

work. 

 

C) Country Research Task: 

https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2012/02/15/and-against-lowering-voting-age
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2012/02/15/and-against-lowering-voting-age


Now in Task 1 and 2 you have researched and begun to understand some core concepts and issues in 

government & politics, you have an opportunity to choose any country of your choice and research it. Your 

country of choice cannot be the UK. Some suggestions are: 

United States of America // Turkey//France // Germany // Spain // Poland // Greece // Canada // Mexico // 

China // South Korea // Russia.  

You need to research using sources of your choice (as with the above, Wikipedia is useful but you should 

use other sources too): what is the political history of the country? What kind of political system are they?  

What are the major political institutions - do they have a parliament/president/prime minister/etc.? How 

democratic are they? What are the major political parties and issues in that country? How often are 

elections held? How rich/poor are people in this country compared to the UK and USA?  What’s going on 

(politically) in that country right now? Again, this should be about one A4 typed page, but should have 

pictures/diagrams as necessary, not just a set of notes. 

 

Useful websites for Global Politics: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world 

https://www.aljazeera.com/ 

https://www.rt.com/ 

https://edition.cnn.com/world 

https://www.trtworld.com/ 
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